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Medan First Impressions

Matthew, Kali, Laurel, and Eleanor serve in
By Kali
Medan, Indonesia with LCMS International.
Matthew supports The Indonesian Christian
On the morning of April 9th we finally got to meet the city we
Lutheran Church, by mentoring pastors,
providing continuing education, and oversee- will soon call home. As we flew in I was filled with mixed emotions. We have been preparing for this for months and it was
ing translation projects.

More updates at
theseaside.asia!

finally here. Medan is not a city full of expats. So it was difficult
to do research on what living there would be like. All the research I could find for living in Indonesia focused on living in Jakarta or Bali. Neither were very helpful. So we went into this a little
blind with a lot of trust that the LORD would provide.
So here are some of our first impressions after spending five days there.

A New Hymnal with Timeless worship: The China
Evangelical Lutheran Church
unveils a pilot hymnal.

We’ll start with an obvious one that we expected. It is HOT and HUMID! Weather wise, it’s
like a hot Saint Louis summer day, but in Medan it is like this all day everyday. We pray our
bodies will learn to adapt.
Traffic is its own kind of organized chaos. I know there is a rhyme and reason to how it goes,
but I don’t get it and I don’t know if I ever will. There were a few times in the taxis that we got a
little too close for comfort to a nearby vehicle but the drivers all seem to know what they are
doing.
The Indonesian people love children. We visited Indonesia with another family who also has
young children. These kids were oohed and aahed over by many. People would stop us and ask
to take a photo with the youngest children. Lots of cheeks were pinched and many people shed
friendly smiles upon our children. I’m most surprised by the men who openly made silly faces
trying to get the kids to smile.

SOLD!: Our house in Maplewood, Missouri sold. Praise the
Lord for answering prayers for
a quick and hassle free sale!

While in Indonesia we found a house to rent (pictured below). I visited the hospital where
baby #3 will be born. Matt met with the leadership of the GKLI. I visited the language school
where we will spend the bulk of our first 6 months. We were shown western grocery stores,
bookstores, and the like to help us establish a sense of normalcy right away.
All in all it was a very productive 5 days. We accomplished everything we were hoping to in
that time. It helped prepare us for our actual move and provided us with a picture of what life
could really look like there.

Doctors,
Doctors,
and
More Doctors: Check ups,
ultrasounds, and the fevers
bring us to the doctor’s office
in three different countries.

Listen
 Website: theseaside.asia
 Instagram:
instagram.com/seasidewoods

 Email
to receive email updates

Pray
 Thanksgiving for sale of home.
 Safe Pregnancy
 Healthy Baby
 Language Learning.

Tell

 Talk with your friends & family

about our ministry in Indonesia
 Connect us with your Lutheran
school, LWML, Mission Board,
or Congregation.
 Share our Newsletter!

Give
 Visit:
www.lcms.org/wood to partner
with us financially.

 Call 712-882-1029 to support
us through our MC friends in
Mapleton, Iowa.

Highlights from our Instagram: seasidewoods.

Kids’

Corner

Matthew preaching on the Fifth Sunday in Lent in
Singapore.

A GKLI congregation outside of Medan.

Our family Easter photograph. This is taken just
outside of Salvation Church in Chiayi, Taiwan.

Pastor Aladdin and Ibu (Mrs.) Dame at their
Church outside of Medan.

Laurel and Eleanor enjoyed our trip to Indonesia, mainly because there was a pool at the hotel. Laurel enjoyed the different
foods we tried as well as trying the fruity iced teas and fruit
smoothies. Laurel is happy to know what our house will look
like. I think this eases some anxiety she has about moving. Eleanor has graduated to sleeping in a twin bed and we’re slowly
starting to introduce potty training. I’ve had 2 recent doctor
appointments for baby #3 and so far baby and I are healthy.

Meeting the GKLI Leadership
We made an initial trip into Medan in April in order to work
out a lot of logistics. Where will we be staying? Where will we be
doing language learning? What’s the best place to get groceries,
household items, a washing machine, a water dispenser, and the
like. This took the better part of our time in Medan.

Pictured below from left to right: Pastor Batki Sitepu, lecturer
at the GKLI seminary, Pastor Jon Albert Siragih, General Secretary of the GKLI, Pastor Matthew Wood, LCMS representative in
Indonesia, Pastor Esra Sinaga, Bishop of GKLI, Pastor Charles
Ferry, OIM Regional Director for Asia, and Seminarian Didi.

Another important crucial goal for our time there was to meet
with the GKLI leadership. The leadership lives in Sihabonghabong. We would have to spend a half-day flying there or a whole
day driving there to make it happen. Fortunately the leadership
team was already planning on being in Medan during our trip.
They were busy accomplishing a whole list of things, so we did
not get to spend as much time as desired, but we did get to meet
each other for a little over an hour and talk about the challenges
that the GKLI faces in Indonesia.
We were all excited to finally meet each other and start talking
about the goals of our work together. They are thrilled to be
working on a Bahasa Indonesia hymnal with Deaconess Sandra.
They are eager to schedule conferences for the pastors and lay
people geared toward being faithful Christians in Indonesia.
They are experiencing increasing pressure from outside organizations such as the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) to compromise their Christian identity. They mentioned that LWF
stopped granting them education scholarships because they do
not ordain women. This is just one small example of the challenges they face as they work to be the light in the darkness.
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